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Live speech transcription and captioning are important for the accessibility of deaf and
hard of hearing individuals, especially in situations with no visible ASL translators. If
live captioning is available at all, it is typically rendered in the style of closed captions
on a display such as a phone screen or TV and away from the real conversation. This
can potentially divide the focus of the viewer and detract from the experience. This paper
proposes an investigation into an alternative, Augmented Reality driven approach to the
display of these captions, using deep neural networks to compute, track and associate deep
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When designing a system intended for accessibility, it’s important to make the system feel
as authentic and non-intrusive as possible. A key accessibility technology is that of live
captioning, text-based displays designed to aid Deaf and Hard-of-Hearing (DHH) individ-
uals to understand vocal speech at live events. While much work has been done on the
problem of automated captioning with respect to Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR),
relatively little work has been done on the proper display of said captions, especially in live
scenarios.
The most common approach to live captioning is reminiscent of closed captioning,
simply putting all captions across the bottom of a nearby TV or other display. While this
can be a very useful system, it seems reasonable that it could detract from an event that
is meant to be experienced live, such as a classroom lecture or theatre production. Not
to mention that, even with the advent of a perfect ASR system, this form of display can
be cumbersome for more casual events, such as a simple group conversation or classroom
discussion.
While other forms of dynamic captioning have been proposed in the past, they typically
either require burdensome set up for the user, such as requiring the user to place the caption
locations themselves in AR [1], or assumptions that make the system less usable in real life
situations, such as needing speakers to stand in a certain spot and/or speak in a certain
order [4]. This paper proposes a system for ”comic chat” style dynamic captioning (see
2
Figure 1.1: Sample ”Closed Captioning” style caption
figure 1.2) that requires little set up on the part of the end user and is designed to work
in an Augmented Reality (AR) environment. It accomplishes this by obtaining a visual
descriptor in the form of a track of each actor in the scene and matching each track with
a speech descriptor, which may be a named caption provided by a live captioner or a deep
descriptor found using unsupervised speech diarization in the case of automated captioning.
This matching can then be used to place new captions as bubbles visually close to the
speaker.
1.2 Motivations
While the difference between static closed captions and dynamic bubble captions may seem
trivial at first, it has been shown to have a significant impact on the experience of Deaf and
Hard-of-Hearing individuals. In [7], Peng et. al. perform a usability study on closed
captions vs bubble captions. The results showed the participants significantly preferred
bubbles to closed captions, rating a two-line bubble style 1.59 points higher in comfort on
a 5 point Likert scale and 1.08 points higher in comprehensibility on a similar 5 point Likert
scale.
In addition, the authors found that most of the DHH individuals interviewed expressed
3
Figure 1.2: Sample AR ”Comic Chat” style caption
unique challenges that static captioning was unsuited to solve. These included speaker
association (knowing not just what was said, but who has said it), difficulty in situations
with multiple sound sources (e.g. deciphering order of utterances in group conversations),
and out-of-view speakers (dealing with an active speaker who is out of view).
A useful dynamic captioning system is therefore one which successfully mitigates these
problems, while still being as usable and flexible as a closed caption system.
1.3 Hypothesis
As can be gathered from the previous sections, there are a few key conditions that must be
met by an dynamic AR captioning system to be successful:
• Mitigates the major problems DHH individuals face with static captions, including
speaker association, maintaining order of utterances, and handling out of view speak-
ers
• Can be used without significant setup on the part of the user (e.g. needing speakers to
be standing in a predetermined spot, requiring all speakers to be known beforehand,
4
etc.)
• Can be run on an AR device in real time
This paper proposes that all of these conditions can be met through the proposed system
(”AR Comic Chat”) that computes, tracks, and associates speech based and visual based
descriptors of in-scene speakers, placing dynamic captions near the correct speaker by
having incoming captions matched to a certain speech descriptor and then placed near the
corresponding visual descriptor (which represents the visual appearance of a speaker in
scene).
This can perhaps be more intuitively thought of in human terms. Imagine you meet
someone new. You will likely get an idea of what they look like. Once they start talking to
you, you will also get an idea of what they sound like, and be able to associate what they
sound like with what they look like. Even if the person were to turn around or exit your
field of view, if they continued talking, you’d still be able to associate the voice back to
its owner. All of this can be done without any prior knowledge of the person; your entire
understanding of that stranger might just be the matched pair of what they look like and
what they sound like.
A good visualization of this process, along with more specific details, can be found in





Several approaches to placing dynamic captions without the use of computer vision have
been proposed. This work is in part inspired by a 1996 Microsoft Research paper, published
in SIGGRAPH, titled “Comic Chat”[5]. In it, Kurlander et al. developed a system that
could take online chat room dialogue, and generate comics with the speech from the online
chat placed inside the comic’s chat bubbles. This work aims to replicate this aesthetic in
our AR environment, in order to meet the UI/UX considerations set forth in [7].
In [4], Konya et. al. outline an approach to live captioning by having participants
standing in front of a screen, with the captions emerging behind them. While this solves
some of the problems of static captioning, it is still limited in number of speakers, and
requires the users to stand in a specific spot.
Figure 2.1: Konya et. al., Live captioning chat done on a screen[4]
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Work has also been done with respect to automatic placement of dynamic captions in
mixed reality environments. In [3], Jain et. al. explore AR captioning through the use
of manipulable caption windows that the user places themselves, through pinching and
dragging caption windows. In [1], Akahori et. al. use eye tracking to place captions below
the region of interest indicated by gaze direction. However, this does not necessarily solve
the problems facing DHH individuals identified in [7], as for example the burden of speaker
association is still placed on the viewer.
Figure 2.2: Grabbable AR window based approach to live captioning[3]
In [12], Tapu et. al. introduce DEEP-HEAR, an audio-visual approach to placing
dynamic captions in the context of TV shows. It uses a multi modal deep learning based
approach to achieve an impressive 98% speaker identification accuracy. Generalizing these
results to the realm of AR, however, would be very difficult, as certain assumptions are
made in a TV environment that are either unsuitable or cumbersome to implement in an
AR environment. These include fixed length videos that can be broken into segments, a set
number of known candidate speakers, and video data of said candidate speakers for facial
recognition and speech recognition purposes.
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2.2 Background Concepts
2.2.1 3D Convolutional Neural Networks/ResNets for image classifi-
cation
Neural networks are a form of predictive modeling loosely based on biological neural net-
works found in the human brain. In the case of supervised learning (which is used in this
paper), it might be most intuitive to think of a neural network as a kind of “function finder”,
where given some real life functional relationship, the goal is to try and find a “good as pos-
sible” function that approximates said relationship, where the criterion of “good” is a well
defined cost function. Slightly more formally, given an input tensor x, target output tensor
y, and a weight tensor θ that parameterizes our hypothesis function h, the goal is to find θ
such that cost(hθ(x), y) is minimized.
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are a specific architecture of neural network
that have been shown to work well with image problems, and Residual Networks (ResNets)
are a specific type of CNN that utilize skip connections to allow for deeper architectures
while mitigating overfitting.
This paper utilizes the 3D ResNet architecture laid out in [2]. In the case of 3D ResNets
for action prediction, the input is a 16x112x112x3 Tensor that represents 16 RGB images
(16 frames of a video in chronological order). The output is a single number that represents
the type of action being displayed in the input clip (1 for jumping, 2 for running, etc).
The goal then is to find the function that, given an input clip, best predicts what action is
occurring in that input clip.
For example, in this work, the input is a 16x112x112x3 Tensor, representing a clip of
the same face over 16 frames. A 3D ResNet is trained to find the function that maps this
input to a binary output of either 0 or 1, where 0 represents “not speaking” and 1 represents
“speaking”
Neural networks and deep learning are incredibly broad topics, the total summarization
of which is outside the scope of this paper. A good resource for more information on deep
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learning in the context of computer vision/image processing is the course page for Stanford
CS231n: http://cs231n.stanford.edu/
2.2.2 DeepSORT for visual tracking
DeepSORT, as described in [13], is a deep learning based algorithm for object tracking. It
combines kalman filter based tracking with deep learning based visual reidentification.
Kalman filters are algorithms used to estimate a joint probability distribution over un-
known variables based on (potentially noisy) measurements taken over time. For image
based tracking, the variables we’re looking to predict are the position and velocity of an
object in an image, and the measurements we use are the previous velocities of the object
and the output of an object detector on the image (in the original paper, it uses MaskRCNN;
in this paper, YoloV3 is used). More intuitively, we predict where the object is currently by
looking at where it was and how it was moving in the past, and finding the closest object to
where we think it should be.
Visual reidentification is another tool used for tracking. For some intuition, take the
problem of tracking two people, Bill and George. If we know what Bill looks like, the
problem of tracking Bill is as simple as finding the person in the image who looks the
most like Bill in each frame. This can be accomplished using deep learning, by learning an
embedding function that, given an image of a person, computes a 256 dimensional vector
such that it is as far as possible from another person’s vector representation. The drawback
to this approach is that we must have prior images of Bill or George to compute the vector
representation of what they look like.
DeepSORT intuitively combines these two concepts to produce a better track. A kalman
filter is used initially to track objects, while learning what they looks like (through the
computation of said representative 256 dimensional vectors). As time moves forward, the
kalman filter is relied on less, and the visual identification is relied on more.
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2.2.3 Speech diarization and X vectors
Speech diarization is the problem of taking an audio clip, and separating it into discrete
blocks of time where each block is identified with a specific speaker. Unsupervised speech
diarization is speech diarization where you do not know the number of speakers or have
previous data on each speaker’s speech patterns.
Figure 2.3: Speech diarization example
The X vector approach [11] is a well studied method to solve this problem. For super-
vised problems (e.g. with previous knowledge of speakers) The system starts with a Time
Delayed Neural Network, which yields a vector for each frame. These are pooled into one
representiative vector, which then feeds forward into two fully connected layers, with a
softmax output at the end to classify the speaker.
The X vector approach can also be used to tackle unsupervised speech diarization. By
removing the softmax classifier, we can instead use the fully connected layer to produce an
audio embedding (in a somwehat analagous way the visual embedding function is used in
the DeepSORT algorithm), a method proved in [10]. These embeddings can be clustered
and compared, with each cluster representing a different speaker.
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In the case of captions being done by a human live captioner, speech diarization is ”built







The most intuitive way to understand the proposed system is in the case of a human cap-
tioner providing named captions, and assuming that all speakers are currently in scene:
1. At the start of the scene, a DeepSORT track is initiated on every person in scene (and
will also be initiated on any newly found people)
2. A 3D ResNet trained on Active Speaker prediction is used to infer the likelihood that
each tracked person has recently spoken.
3. At some point, a named caption detailing what was recently said by a person in scene
is received.
4. Based on the likelihood that each tracked person has spoken recently, the likelihood
of matching the name of the most recent caption to the given person is updated.
5. Update these matches over time, and do the best job possible matching names to
tracks As captions come in, they will be placed near their best matched track
A visualization of the matching process in the human captioning case can be seen in
the supplementary video example backend.mp4, and is illustrated in the figures below. In
figure 3.1, William starts to talk, but no caption has been sent yet. Both Track 1 and 2 start
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averaging an “is talking” score. In figure 3.2, a caption of William’s most recent speech
has been sent, and Track 1 and 2 update the likelihood that they match “William” based
on their recent average “is talking” score. Track 2 currently has the higher likelihood of
being William, and is thus matched to William. Figure 3.3 has a similar process, but now
incorporating a “Joan” caption; now Track 1 is matched to Joan, and Track 2 is matched to
William.
Figure 3.1: Start of scene (no matches)
Figure 3.2: After Will speaks, 1 match is made
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Figure 3.3: After Joan’s caption, all are matched
3.1.2 Implementation Overview
A proposed usage flow for the software implementing the above design is shown below:
1. User opens the AR Comic Chat Android app, which immediately begins streaming
video data to the backend server
2. Backend server performs all the inference tasks described in the design chapter, such
as tracking people in the scene, speech diarization and/or handling incoming live
captions, and data association.
3. Backend server periodically returns updates giving updated positions of people, along
with any new captions along with the person believed to have said the caption.
4. The app displays new speech captions in “comic chat” fashion next to speaker iden-
tified.
Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show an illustration of the system in the “live captioning” and “no
live captioning” scenarios, respectively. Green entities represent processes that live on the
server, yellow entities represent third party or external processes, and blue represents the
client process being run on the AR device.
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Figure 3.4: System Diagram for scenario with live captioner
Display of chat bubbles is accomplished using Unity Mixed Reality alongside Google’s
ARCore toolkit. The targeted AR device in this work is the Google Pixel phone, however
any Android device that can stream video should be able to be set up to work with the
system. The streaming video is done over a TCP connection, sending small chunks of video
at a time. The server accepts these chunks in a Python program, then does the inference
described in section 3 using Pytorch and OpenCV (although Pytorch could be switched for
TensorFlow if speed becomes an issue). PyKaldi was used for the speech diarization. A
desktop with 8GB RAM, an Intel I7 processor, and Nvidia RTX 2070 graphics card is used
as the server.
In order to run the program successfully at 20 FPS, the detection algorithm is run on
every 17th frame (slightly less than once a second); this is necessary, as an iteration of
the detection algorithm tends to take up enough time to mess with the otherwise smooth
interval between frames. Generally, this doesn’t cause a problem as long as the target being
tracked doesn’t move too fast. This system may have to be optimized and sped up to fit in
future audio descriptor generation alongside existing processes.
15
Figure 3.5: System Diagram for scenario without live captioner
3.2 Visual Descriptor/Tracking Details
This work utilizes a slightly modified version of the DeepSORT algorithm described in
[14]. The DeepSORT algorithm is a robust way to track individual objects in a video
over time (in this use case, the objects of interest are people). ”Measurements” (people
detections in a scene) are obtained using a pretrained YoloV3 [8] model. The Yolov3
model takes in images of an object and returns a segmented label map of all classes in the
image; in this use case, it provides a very fast and very accurate way to detect which pixels
are humans in the image, which is necessary for live captioning. The Squared Mahalanobis
distance is removed from the Hungarian Algorithm association metric, as AR headsets
move around quite a bit and Kalman filters tend not to handle that very well (importantly,
this distance is still used in the admissibility criterion). In practice, this means that, while
trying to match a track to a nearby detection, any detections very far away from the image
are still “thrown away”, but visual similarity is the only metric used for matching detections
16
(no velocity information is included when trying to match a track to a nearby detection).
The deep appearance descriptor is computed similar to [14]. A feature embedding is
trained offline on the MARS person re-identification dataset, employing a wide residual
network with two convolutional layers followed by six residual blocks. The deep associa-
tion metric model is trained using the cosine metric learning approach described in [13].
The end result is that each person in the scene is tracked, with a unique visual descrip-
tor that can be used to re-identify them if they leave the scene. Once a person’s speech
descriptor is matched with their visual track, their chat bubbles can be properly placed
close to them.
On the implementation side, the code used ZQPei’s Pytorch implementation of the code
presented in [13] for the DeepSORT algorithm. This was in turn altered to work frame by
frame on the data streaming in through the TCP connection.
3.3 Speech Descriptor/Captioning Details
There are two major speech scenarios that are handled in this paper: when a live captioner
is present (which is often the case at DHH friendly events, classes, etc.), and when one
is not (e.g. automatic captioning, speech to text). Both are important, as situations where
captioners are present are often the same situations where challenging audio is present
(noisy, crowded, microphone feedback, etc). However, since each scenario comes with
slightly different assumptions, both scenarios are handled separately.
In the case of a live captioner (presumably using some form of captioning software,
such as RIT’s cprint [6]), the speech descriptor is very simple. Live captions usually in-
clude the speakers name as part of the caption. The association problem becomes one of
associating names to visual descriptors.
When professional captioners are not available, things get a little more tricky. The cap-
tions themselves can be provided by commercial speech-to-text APIs, which have gotten
quite accurate. The hardest part is separating an audio clip into unique speakers while at
the same time identifying when two segments are the same person, known as unsupervised
17
speech diarisation (a notoriously difficult task). In [10], Sell et. al. show this is possible
through the use of X-vectors[11], which are audio based embeddings determined from a
feed forward neural network. Once trained, they take in a audio clip of someone speaking,
and return a descriptor that can be compared to the descriptors from other clips of people
speaking to determine whether or not both clips had the same speaker.
The analysis of Speaker Diarization using X Vectors was accomplished using PyKaldi,
a python wrapper for the open source speech recognition and signal processing toolkit. For
the X-Vector and PLDA backend, the pre-trained Kaldi models were used. For 10 different
5 second clips, x vectors were created using the Kaldi diarization/nnet3/xvector/extract xvectors.sh
command with a window of 1.5 and a period, scored using the diarization/nnet3/xvector/
score plda.sh script with a target energy of 0.9, and clustering using the diarization/cluster.sh
script with a threshold of 0.5.
For reasons brought up in section 4.1.3, speaker diarization was ultimately not run
alongside the other server code. Looking into the future, however, it should be clear that
as the science on unsupervised speech diarization advances, it should approach as a ceiling
the accuracy human live captioners (it’s assumed that humans are about 100% accurate at
the process of differentiating between different voices). This means the human captioning
case can give us a good insight as to the best case effectiveness of using speech diarization.
3.4 Descriptor Matching
Perhaps the most important step is the association of audio and visual descriptors, as the in-
dividual descriptors accomplish very little by themselves. This work proposes to associate
a person with their voice much in the same way people do; by seeing them talk.
The problem of determining whether a given person at a given time is speaking or
not is a specific case of the problem of action recognition. In [2], Hara et. al. show the
potential of learning action recognition through the use 3D ResNets. 3D ResNets for action
detection are provided a fixed length video input, and output a prediction on what action is
happening in that video. The problem of classifying who is speaking in an image can be
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seen as a binary case of such an action recognition; either talking or not talking.
This paper utilizes transfer learning with the pretrained ResNet-32 model from [2]. The
fully connected layers of the ResNet-32 model are replaced, ending in a binary classifica-
tion instead of its normal size 40 output. This is then trained on the AVA-ActiveSpeaker
dataset, [9], which contains videos labeling people in scene as speaking or not.
The ultimate output of the model is a score between 0 and 1, where 0 represents no
confidence that the person in the clip is speaking, and 1 represents full confidence that the
person in the clip is speaking. These scores are kept track of over time, until a named
caption is received. At this point, these scores are added as part of a running average
representing the likelihood that the given visual track matches the given name. E.g. if
Track A has a 0.7 average score whenever a George caption is receive, and Track B has 0.3
average score, it is likely that Track A is in fact George.
Finding the optimal track to name matches are an example of the assignment problem,
which is well studied. The Hungarian Algorithm is used as an optimal way to solve the
assignment. since the Hungarian Algorithm is used to find a lowest cost, (1-score) is used
as the cost for the algorithm, where the lowest cost set of track to name assignments are
considered the optimal set of matches.
3.5 Data Pipeline
3.5.1 AVA Active Speaker Dataset
To solve the problem of active speech prediction, this work uses the AVA Active Speaker
dataset [9]. This dataset consists of a collection of CSV files, where each row in a CSV file
contains an annotation for speaking activity associated with a single face for that frame.
Different persons are described in separate rows.
The format of a row is the following: video id, frame timestamp, entity box, label,
entity id.
• video id is a YouTube identifier for the video being annotated
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• frame timestamp gives the time in seconds from the start of the video being annotated
• entity box gives the top-left (x1, y1) and bottom-right (x2, y2) coordinates of the
face. This is normalized with respect to frame size, where (0.0, 0.0) corresponds to
the top left, and (1.0, 1.0) corresponds to the bottom right.
• label is the label for the entity specified. Can be either SPEAKING AND AUDIBLE,
SPEAKING BUT NOT AUDIBLE, or NOT SPEAKING
• entity id is a unique string allowing the box to be linked to other boxes from the same
facial track in adjacent frames of the video.
Note that for the uses of this paper, SPEAKING AND AUDIBLE and SPEAKING BUT NOT AUDIBLE
were combined into one label, leaving just SPEAKING and NOT SPEAKING.
Figure 3.6: Example AVA annotations [9]
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Figure 3.7: Example of a single face, labeled “NOT SPEAKING”
3.5.2 Generation of Test/Train data
It was found that reading in the data from video and doing all the necessary pre-prossessing
was far too time consuming to be feasible. Instead, a dataset was pre generated and saved
into memory.
To accomplish this, the provided csv files were read in using the pandas library. Samples
were collected from the raw csv files, such that that following held true:
• Contained the minimum number of required frames (16)
• Was sampled at a frequency of 20 per second
• Each sample was within a 2 second window, with a 1 second overlap with other
samples
• Each sample contained frames only from the same facial track
This yielded a collection of samples still in csv form. These were then used to create
the actual dataset, done by the following process
• Convert the bounding box coordinates from normalized values to image pixels
• Retrieve the video’s fps and multiply it by its timestamp to get the current frame
• Take an equal number of talking/not talking samples to reduce potential bias in train-
ing
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• Resize facial images to 112x112 (as required by the 3D ResNet)
• Normalize the image with the mean and standard deviation given by the pretrained
3D ResNet models from [2] to facilitate transfer learning
• Store labels and preprocessed images as a pytorch .pt file for fast loading
The saved dataset of .pt files were used for training purposes. When running the live
system, video was streamed at 20FPS, stored into a 16 image buffer, then inference was
run upon the buffer being full.
Figure 3.8: Sample clip of 16 frames
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Figure 3.9: Example of normalized face
3.6 Architecture Choice
Four different ResNet architectures were run on the training data using Adam optimization
with a learning rate of 0.001, betas of 0.9 and 0.999, epsilon of 1e-08, and no weight decay.
One epoch took approximately 10 minutes using an NVIDIA 2700 graphics card, and each
architecture was run for 200 epochs (or about 2 days each).
Table 3.1: ResNet Architecture Comparison





A 3D ResNet-32 architecture was chosen for the final application, as the ResNet-50
appreared prone to overfitting.
3.7 Face vs Body images for active speaker recognition
Originally, it was intended to use full body pictures instead of face pictures for the active
speaker predictions. These were still run on the AVA-Active-Speaker dataset, but first run-
ning the DeepSORT algorithm over the given videos to find person boxes, and using only
the person boxes that overlapped one of the existing faces in the dataset (the ”is talking”
value was simply copied over from the face data to the corresponding person data).
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It was expected that this would produce better results, as it was thought that some 3D
features of an active speaker were potentially being ignored by focusing on only the face
(e.g. perhaps it could learn to recognize when people were speaking with their hands, or
certain kinds of body language exhibited when speaking).
Empirically, however, the full body shots did considerably worse. The following results
were obtained using the same ResNet set up as the face inputs, and followed a similar
pattern, but with worse results:
Table 3.2: Full-Body Active Speaker Classification Results





Clearly outside of overfitting on the training set (and quite impressively overfitting in
the case of ResNet-50) the models were struggling to learn any valuable way of predicting
whether or not a person was speaking. After much fiddling with the models and data and
agonizing over why this might be, it was concluded that the original assumption that the
full body images provided better features for speaker recognition was probably wrong.
Since the ResNet models use 112x112 input images as input (and doing something
like 224x224 is probably not feasible, considering it was already taking 2 days to run 40
epochs), and this is likely smaller than both the faces being used and the full body shots,
some information is lost when the images are resized. It seems likely that the face con-
tains some of the most important information for determining whether someone’s speaking
or not; therefore using the 112x112 full body shot is likely destroying some of the most
important information in exchange for keeping some probably less relevant information.
In addition, there’s a lot more potential variation in full body images, as someone can be
standing, sitting, etc. See the figures below for a visualization of this.
Regardless of the reason, this project ultimately used facial images as input into the
active speaker prediction model, as they empirically seemed to work better.
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Figure 3.10: Full resolution image of grandma
Figure 3.11: 112x112 cropped face of grandma





4.1.1 Active Speaker Prediction Results
As mentioned in the ”design” section, four different ResNet architectures were run on the
training data using Adam optimization with a learning rate of 0.001, betas of 0.9 and 0.999,
epsilon of 1e-08, and no weight decay. One epoch took approximately 10 minutes using
an NVIDIA 2700 graphics card, and each architecture was run for 200 epochs (or about 2
days each).
Table 4.1: ResNet Active Speaker Classification Results





A 3D ResNet-32 architecture was chosen for the final application, as the ResNet-50
appreared prone to overfitting.
4.1.2 Manual Captioning Results
To evaluate the manual captioning, the following experiment was run. First, the test split
from AVA-ActiveSpeaker dataset was processed to take videos at 20 fps. Second, of these
videos, only the videos that met the following criterion were kept:
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• Had at least two potential speakers
• Had at least (5, 7, 10) seconds of continuous facial track
• Had at least one ”caption” (instance of at least 16 frames of active speaking)
Fake caption inputs were mocked by sending a caption to the system whenever, after a
period of being labeled as not talking, a person became labeled as talking for at least 16
frames. A caption was sent for every 2 seconds of active speech, with its “name” being its
track id given in the AVA-ActiveSpeaker Dataset.
Table 4.2: Manual Captioning Accuracy for 5, 7, 10 second minimum clips





An interesting pattern to note is that the longer the clip, the better the average results.
This gives an indication that the matching is in fact improving our total accuracy, as longer
clip lengths give more of a chance to converge on the correct match of track to name.
This is exemplified further by viewing the accuracy of active speaker prediction based
on the chronology of the captions (e.g. 1st caption, 2nd caption, etc)
Table 4.3: Speaker ID Successful placements by caption chronology
Order Correct Total Percent
All 536 664 80.72%
0 148 203 72.36%
1 131 167 78.44%
2 99 119 83.19%
3 74 81 91.35%
4 43 49 87.75%
5 27 29 93.10%
6 10 11 90.91%
7 3 3 100%
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Figure 4.1: Speaker ID success rate by caption chronology (1st caption, 2nd, etc)
4.1.3 Automatic Captioning Results
The Speaker Diarization using X Vectors were accomplished using PyKaldi, a python wrap-
per for the open source speech recognition and signal processing toolkit. For the X-Vector
and PLDA backend, the pre-trained Kaldi models were used. For 10 different 5 second
clips, x vectors were created using the Kaldi diarization/nnet3/xvector/extract xvectors.sh
command with a window of 1.5 and a period, scored using the diarization/nnet3/xvector/
score plda.sh script with a target energy of 0.9, and clustering using the diarization/cluster.sh
script with a threshold of 0.5.
Unfortunately, the automatic captioning using speech diarization did not pan out quite
as well as hoped, for several reasons:
• The process was relatively slow, taking about 0.5 seconds end to end. This wouldn’t
be bad if diarization were the only thing being done, but with the system already
barely running at 20fps, the diarization was simply too costly to add on top.
• The clustering threshold is a chosen hyper parameter, but any single choice seemed
to generalize fairly poorly from one clip to the next.
• The best result I could get was a DER of about 42.7 (or an accuracy of 57.3). Since
the captioning by active speaker detection alone with no matching hovered around
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70%, this would suggest that using the diarization to do matching would actually
make the results worse.
Ultimately, for these reasons it was decided to implement the “automatic captioning” case
in the app without using the unsupervised speech diarization. Instead, it simply predicts
who was most likely to be talking given the recent caption (no matching done), which has
about a 70% accuracy.
It’s worth noting, however, that the human captioner case can be seen as a 100% (or
reasonably close to it) form of speech diarization. While improving the state of the art is
outside the scope of this Master’s thesis, it seems reasonable to assume that as the state
of the art does improve, the human captioner case gives a good estimate as to how speech
diarization works in the best case scenario.
4.2 Qualitative Results
Since it’s a video based system, a lot of good intuitions as to its strengths and limitations
can be gleaned from watching videos of it in action. Several of these videos are available
as attached supplementary files to this submission
In the hypothesis of this work, the following key criteria necessary for a viable dynamic
captioning solution were proposed:
• Solves the major problems DHH individuals face with static captions, including
speaker association, maintaining order of utterances, and handling out of view speak-
ers
• Can be used without significant setup on the part of the user (e.g. needing speakers to
be standing in a predetermined spot, requiring all speakers to be known beforehand,
etc.)
• Can be run on an AR device in real time
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The included video example ar.mp4 is a good example that showcases both how the AR
Comic Chat system meets these requirements, and what some of its limitations are. Point
two should be clear from the fact that no prior data (e.g. no previous pictures of Elizabeth
Warren or Stephen Colbert) were needed, and point 3 is somewhat self evident. The three
major challenges DHH face with static captions, and how this system successfully mitigates
them, are highlighted in the sections below.
As a quick aside, the video itself was taken via webcam on my (the author Dylan
Bowald) shoulder, pointed at my phone running the android app which is in turn pointed at
a monitor playing a youtube video of an interview between Stephen Colbert and Elizabeth
Warren. There were a couple reasons such a strange set up was necessary.
Most remote screen sharing/screen recording applications did not play nicely with the
video streaming from the app to desktop, and would cause the app to either crash or work
very slowly. In addition, I did not have access to the volunteers needed to take an in
person video, as this work was written in the middle of the COVID-19 pandemic, and social
distancing orders were in place. I apologize in advance for the quality (or lack thereof).
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4.2.1 Handling out of view speakers
Here you can see how the system handles out of view speakers. At the start of the clip,
the camera is zoomed in on a shot of some food. When the current speaker is unknown, or
out of view, the system places a more generic caption across the bottom of the screen, with
their name displayed.
Figure 4.2: System handling out of view speakers (example ar.mp4)
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4.2.2 Handling speaker association
The figure below gives an example of the system associating a caption to a speaker. Col-
bert’s bubble is placed close to him to indicate his being the speaker of the caption (this is
also nicely viewable in the order of utterances screenshot).
Figure 4.3: System demonstrating speaker association (example ar.mp4)
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4.2.3 Maintaining order of utterances (example ar.mp4)
The screenshot below demonstrates how the system maintains the order of utterances in
“comic chat” style. Note how the bubbles are placed chronologically, with the oldest on
top, while also maintaining the correct association between the two speakers.




Losing a track, or failing to get one in the first place, can really throw a wrench in the
system. This can happen for a multitude of reasons, but often happens when the quality
of video is poor. In example ar, the system initially struggles to identify any people in the
scene, likely an artifact of the poor quality that comes with trying to take a phone video of
a different display. This is shown by the fact that a new caption is received, and it is placed
in the generic “speaker out of view” location, rather than near the correct speaker.
Figure 4.5: Example of failed track
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4.2.5 Switching
While the long running success rate of matching tracks is better, the first few captions do
have a lower rate of success. This can often lead to the somewhat visually jarring switching
of matches. This is exemplified in the attached switching.mp4, and also illustrated below.
Figure 4.6: Example of initially wrong track
Figure 4.7: Example of corrected track
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4.2.6 Low frequency information
Whether it’s because of a low resolution image, or because the image is too far away, the
system struggles mightily with low frequency information. For starters, it makes it hard to
track people at all, as it can be hard to identify them in the image.
Even if it manages to get and maintain a track, there may not be enough information
available to accurately predict whether said person is talking or not. This should be obvious
from the figure below; how easy is it to tell whether the person is talking or not in the image?
Figure 4.8: Far away face with low frequency information
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4.2.7 Sudden movement
In a similar vein as the low frequency information problem, sudden movements cause a big
headache when running the AR app. For starters, cameras of the caliber found in phones
are quite prone to motion blur. See the image below; there are clearly none of the crisp
features needed for tracking and action prediction.
In addition, some phones tend to slow down when taking pictures of quickly moving
objects. This can cause a problem in the action prediction, as it relies on a smooth (at least
as possible) 20 FPS framerate.





5.1.1 Improving success on far away/low resolution images
While this is one of the major limiters for the real world effectiveness of this work, it may
at the same time be one of the hardest aspects to improve upon. It would seem like a visual
approach using poor visual data is pretty much doomed to fail. However, there are some
things that could be done:
• Investigate the “full body approach” specifically for far away targets. At a far enough
distance, the entire body could be well within a 112x112 cropped box regardless, and
in such a case probably would work better than using the face. This would likely still
not have great results, however.
• Get better hardware/higher resolution hardware.
• Create a ”zoom” option in the AR Comic Chat software, and have the user zoom in
on whoever is talking.
5.1.2 Improving upon active speaker detection
The task of active speech prediction proved more difficult than originally though. Most
binary classifications are pretty easy, and require relatively little data to train. From a
purely visual perspective, however, it would seem like the separability of the “speaking” vs
“not speaking” data is relatively low.
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One thing that might help is more compute resources. While the computer used in this
work is relatively strong and up to date, with its Nvidia 2070 graphics card, it still takes
nearly two days to fully run the training data. This makes doing things like hyperparameter
optimization and architecture search too costly to run. It seems entirely possible that the
same architecture, just with far more optimized parameters, could achieve 90%+ validation
accuracy.
5.1.3 Integrating with future diarization techniques
Speech diarization turned out to be a quite limited approach for this project. However, it
should be clear that, as it improves, it should eventually be able to do as well as the human
captioner case.
5.1.4 Speeding up the code
The code used in this project is currently somewhat unoptimized. A good profile on the
slowest parts, and a meaningful effort to speed them up, would go a long way towards
improving the efficacy of the code. If the code runs faster, it means tracking updates and
inference could be run more often, which in turn would boost the overall accuracy and
efficacy of the system.
5.2 Final Conclusions
The core question of this project was whether it is possible to match visual and speech
based descriptors through prediction of active speakers, and whether such matching could
be used in a way that fulfills the major criteria of a useful dynamic captioning system:
• Maintains association of captions to speakers
• Maintains order of utterances
• Handles out of view speakers
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• Can be used with minimal user setup
• Can be run on an AR device in real time
Despite some limitations of the system, it has been clearly demonstrated in this report that
such a system is viable. While there is quite a ways to go in terms of using unsupervised
speech diarization to this end, the human live captioning case shows what a promising
avenue for dynamic captioning this work could be. The issues with lowish accuracy and
short term switching can be improved with optimization and time.
In the long term, such a system could be used with little to no of the hassle demanded
by other dynamic captioning systems; you need no prior information on what actors look
like, no need for limiting setup such as requiring actors to stand in a certain spot, and with
the background set up in place, the user would need to do little else other than open an app
to start viewing the captions. While the work has a long way to go, it should be clear that
its future is bright.
The concept has effectively been proven. Nevertheless, it is clear that there are many
limitations and avenues for improvement, both in the theoretical and practical applications.
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